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26 - Jaro Straub

15 - Christl Mudrak

16 - Tatiana Echeverri Fernandez

Im Nachlass der Berliner Künstlerin Hannah Höch befindet sich ein Konvolut von schwarz/weiss 
Fotografien verschollener Collagen. Martin G. Schmid und Jaro Straub haben Künstler*innen 
eingeladen sich auf eine konkrete Spurensuche zu begeben und Anhand einer ausgewählten 
Collage aus dem Archiv eine neue Arbeit zu entwickeln.

SCHARAUN

Scharaun ist ein interdisziplinärer Projektraum für Kunst und Architektur. Der Ausstellungsraum 
befindet sich im 3.Stock der von Hans Scharoun entworfenen und 1930 fertiggestellten Wohn-
anlage am Jungfernheideweg 4 in Berlin-Siemensstadt. Scharoun hat mit seiner Frau Aenne 
selbst 30 Jahre in dem Haus gelebt und gearbeitet. www.scharaun.de

VERSCHOLLENE 
(Collagen von Hannah Höch)

22 - Martin G. Schmid

22 - Martin G. Schmid

25 - Elise Florenty &
       Marcel Türkowsky

1 - Gabriel Vormstein

2 - Alexandra Hopf

10 - Claudia Wieser

3 - Ulrike Flaig

7 - Patricia Bucher

27 - Jochen 
        Steinmetz

8 - Niina Lehtonen 
     Braun
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Werkliste

1) Saatwinkler 129 (Tresen/Raumteiler)

2) Saatwinkler 129 (weisser Schreib-
tisch)

3) Spielplatz 129 (Regal, Hocker, 
Beistelltischlein)

4) Ohne Titel

5) Ohne Titel (Wandteppich)

6) Skizzenheft

7) Vage Räume (Var. 18, 22, 30, 31)

8) 15 years (Wernerwerk XV - 
Siemens) & 20 years (Moabit & 
Siemensstadt)

9) Kırmızı* Johanna (*rot auf türkisch)

10) Objet d‘Eileen (Bestückerinnen)

11) Wandtapete Siemens-Hal-
ske-Schuckert

12) Bestückerin

13) Collage Siemensstadt

14) Serie Vage Räume (Var. 11-29)

15) Anatolian Borders (Animationsfilm, 
Stopmotion, 7min., 2014)

Alle Arbeiten 2020, bis auf angegeben
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Ahu Dural
neues bauen 13629

In her solo show neues bauen 13269 at Scharaun project space, Ahu Dural (Berlin *1984) 
undertakes an artistic exploration of her childhood’s surroundings. The Project Space Scharaun 
is located on the 3rd floor of an apartment block designed by Hans Scharoun for Siemens-
stadt and completed in 1930. As the eldest daughter of Turkish immigrants, she grew up in 
Siemensstadt, the renowned Modernist Housing Estates in Berlin built during the 1910s for the 
employees of the Siemens factories. Combining her biography with the architectural functional 
elements of the district, the artist investigates the Modernist concept of „working, living, edu-
cating and relaxing“ embedded in the environment she grew up in and takes it as a starting 
point for personal reflections. 

Shapes, lines, colors and symbols of Siemensstadt repeat themselves throughout the exhibition. 
Some deconstructed details, such as photos and drawings of her Kindergarten or the prefabri-
cated building where the artist lived with her family appear transformed, reshaped and cut out 
in her sculptures and large-scale collages; others, like the early Siemens company logos, the 
sinuose letter S, or the horse-shaped seat she remembers from the playground of the settle-
ment at Saatwinkler Damm, are incorporated in an abstract and graphic language to pictorial 
surfaces and furniture objects. 

References to Siemens factories dominate the artworks, in the same way they dominate the 
memories of Dural’s childhood -her mother, Özler Dural, worked there from 1980 to 1995 as 
an assembler for printed circuit boards- and the architectural and social development of the 
district. The culture of repetitive manual work, which allowed Dural’s parents to give an educa-
tion and social advancement to three daughters, is assimilated in the artist’s collages and sculp-
tures exhibited at Scharaun: she engages physically with the artwork by incorporating repetitive 
gestures, movements and patterns typical from a factory labor to different materials and surfaces. 

But it is especially a female perspective that continues to surface in neues bauen 13629 Dural’s 
most personal exhibition until date. Many works allude to the female influences in her life, star-
ting from her mother. 15 Years is a selection of analog pictures of the artist‘s mother at work 
in the Wernerwerk XV building during the 1980s. They capture birthdays, jubilees or retiring 
parties, those social events of a community for which, in time of no cellphones, one would 
have decided it was worth taking a picture on celluloid. She is mostly surrounded by female 
colleagues, considered at the time to be more precise in accurate tasks such as the assembling 
of microchips. While her mother told her stories from 15 years Dural „dressed“ the narrator 
performatively in a new Siemens working coat: a hand embroidered reinterpretation.

The artist remembers Özler Dural’s productive energy -which Dural seems to have assimilated 
in her practice- and how it sparkled her interest in feminist critical theory, as well as in female 
architects and designers of the Modern and Postmodern Era. Several sculptures in the exhi-
bition are tributes to female creatives such as Eileen Grey, Charlotte Perriand or Louise Bour-
geois: one object, which resembles one of Grey‘s interior lamps, is almost transformed through 
Dural’s abstract reinterpretation into a two-dimensional object, reminding one of Grey’s ability 
to give a graphical dimension to her functional industrial designs. 

Another work consists of an elegant bench made out of long wood pieces, which evoques 
Perriand’s Japanese style. Though in Durals version, the work acquires biographical elements, 
such as the strong orange-reddish color of Siemensstadt’s metropolitan station and Kindergar-
ten benches. Flat pillows on top follow the angles of the aerial perspective of the prefabricated 
edification in which the artist and her family lived for around 20 years. This same geometrical 
form, which Dural defines as “the shape of my subconscious”, appears in two other sculptural 
pieces: a functional white platter table, and a large-scale paravant which revisits in a joyful 

Ahu Dural
CV

“When I work with a room, I consider the room as a drawing.”

Turkish-German artist Ahu Dural (Berlin *1984) is known for her large-scale installations and 
collages, as well as her graphical approach to spaces and surfaces. Her multifaceted practice, 
which includes drawings, animations, furniture objects and sculptures, investigates the connec-
tions between architecture, art history, design, gender theories and identity politics. The relati-
onship between physical scale and perspective is orchestrated in the exhibition spaces through 
abstract designs, challenging the situated gaze and concrete conditions of perceptions. By 
experimenting with different materials, contrasting, overlapping or converging qualities, an inter-
play between two - and three dimensional elements forms tension between Dural’s objects and 
images. 

In her recent works, Dural reinterprets from a contemporary perspective the practice of female 
interior designers, artists and architects of the Modern and Postmodern Era, such as Eileen 
Grey, Charlotte Perriand, Janette Laverrière or Louise Bourgeois. Currently, Dural, who grew 
up in Berlin Siemensstadt, works with the history and architecture of her childhood places. After 
finishing her studies in Illustrative Drawing at the University of the Arts in Berlin, Dural expanded 
her artistic research in Vienna, studying Performative Art - Sculpture at the Academy of Fine 
Arts under contemporary artist Monica Bonvicini. She has won several awards, such as the 
Gustav-Peichl-Price for Architectural Drawing (2016) and the Price Best Austrian Animation 
Festival (2014). Her recent solo shows include Her Shattering Room, exhibited at Bildraum 07 
Wien, She Sees Nothing, presented at the Sammlung Friedrichshof Wien, Zwischen den Laken 
at SOX Berlin and neues bauen 13629 at Scharaun, Berlin. Dural lives and works in Berlin.

version Bourgeois’ The Blind Leading the Blind sculpture. Reflecting on the building where she 
spent her formative years -mainly inhabited by families with migration background- the artist 
has decided to add her animation video, Anatolian Borders, to the exhibition, which focuses on 
her family’s place of origin. 

In neues bauen 13629 curated by Jaro Straub, Ahu Dural invites the visitors to explore her 
perception of Siemensstadt through artworks that, just like memories or dreams, blur the lines 
between functional objects and gestural-abstract images.

Text: Anna Garbus


